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Objective: To describe prostate cancer treatment decision making, focusing on knowledge and attitudes toward observation, known as watchful waiting (WW) or active surveillance (AS), and reasons for not choosing WW/AS.

Methods: Semistructured in-person interviews were conducted with 21 men (14 black; 7 white) with recently diagnosed localized prostate cancer.

Results: All cancers were detected by prostate-specific antigen screening; 14 men had low-risk disease. Nineteen chose surgery or radiation treatment. The majority wanted to “get rid of” or “cure” the cancer by undergoing aggressive therapy, even with awareness of the potential for significant side effects. Most men seemed unaware of the uncertainty/controversies that aggressive treatment may not cure their cancer or improve their survival. Limited knowledge about WW/AS was common, and few remembered WW/AS being presented as a viable option. Rather, many men perceived it as “doing nothing.” Some men, who initially were inclined toward WW/AS, yielded to pressure from family, physicians, or both to choose aggressive treatment. Lack of physician support was a significant barrier to WW/AS.

Conclusions: The observational strategy (WW/AS) was not viewed as a reasonable approach, even for those with low-risk cancer. The desire for aggressive therapy may reflect the complex psychology associated with receiving a diagnosis of cancer and the limited supportive counseling received. Further efforts to better understand and educate patients and physicians may help men make informed and appropriate treatment decisions to maximize quality of life without compromising survival. (J Am Board Fam Med 2012;25:763–770.)
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Widespread use of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening in the United States has led to increased diagnoses of early stage prostate cancer in an ever younger group of men. Ninety percent of cancers detected by PSA screening are localized prostate cancers (LPCs); more than half are low-risk, small-volume tumors unlikely to become life threatening. Aggressive treatment (surgery or radiation) may provide little survival benefit for such men, whereas increasing the risk of side effects that can severely impact quality of life. Nevertheless, approximately 90% of patients, even those with low-risk disease, undergo aggressive treatment, and many then experience short- and long-term side effects such as impotence and incontinence. From 1986 to 2005, an estimated one million American men who would not otherwise have been treated received surgery, radiation therapy, or both after positive PSA screening. Of those, ~5,000 died from complications and an estimated 300,000 developed impotence, incontinence, or both.

The long natural history of prostate cancer suggests that a strategy of initial observation/surveillance with selected intervention would approximate...
the results achieved by aggressive treatment of all low-risk patients at the time of diagnosis.\textsuperscript{15,16} The concept of observational strategy, mostly known as watchful waiting (WW)\textsuperscript{17–19} but more recently called active surveillance (AS),\textsuperscript{7,16,20} offers the opportunity to delay aggressive treatment and its associated morbidities until cancer progresses.\textsuperscript{17–20} Until recently, WW usually meant waiting to start treatment until the cancer caused symptoms. Recently, frequent monitoring is more common and curative treatment is recommended if early evidence of cancer progression is found. Some physicians still consider this to be WW,\textsuperscript{17,18} whereas others consider this to be different from WW and call it active surveillance (AS).\textsuperscript{20,21}

Because the impact of prostate cancer treatment options on patients’ physical and psychological well-being varies, and because treatment outcomes are uncertain in the individual case, practice guidelines in the United States recommend shared decision making between clinician and patient.\textsuperscript{7,21} Little is known about what leads men to select aggressive treatment, and we know even less about why WW/AS is not a serious consideration when deciding upon the initial treatment.\textsuperscript{22,23} Historically, black men undergo less aggressive treatment and more WW, even after adjustment for socioeconomic status and comorbidities.\textsuperscript{24–27} These older studies often were unable to determine whether men were being observed, closely monitored, or simply not treated. Black men who were managed with WW often had inadequate monitoring, which likely contributed to poorer outcome.\textsuperscript{28} Black men also reported more decision-making difficulty, distress, and decision regret.\textsuperscript{29–32} The reasons for these racial differences remain unclear.

To better understand the LPC treatment decision-making process, its influencing factors, and any racial/cultural differences, we conducted a qualitative study of black and white men with LPC detected with a PSA screen. In this article, we focus on men’s self-reported knowledge and attitudes about WW/AS as an initial management strategy. Understanding the reason(s) for not choosing WW/AS is the critical first step to improve appropriate uptake of WW/AS by men with low-risk disease. We used WW and AS synonymously as WW/AS unless otherwise specified.

Methods

Data reported here are from a semistructured, in-person interview study that explored factors influencing the initial treatment selection by men with recently diagnosed localized prostate cancer. Details about the sampling strategy, data collection, and analysis already have been published.\textsuperscript{33} Briefly, we interviewed a purposive sample of 21 men (14 black, 7 white) with LPC who were recruited from offices of urologists and radiation oncologists in metropolitan Detroit. Before the study began, we reviewed the relevant literature and then constructed our conceptual model\textsuperscript{33} on the basis of behavioral theories.\textsuperscript{34,35} Under the guidance of this model, we then developed the interview guide (available from the authors upon request). Open-ended questions were followed by more detailed prompts about the factors influencing treatment selection and the men’s beliefs about the efficacy and side effects of each treatment option. Interviewers probed for understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of surgery, radiation, and WW/AS, respectively. We used the theoretical preconceptions from our model to build a preliminary skeleton, or axis, of codes, and 3 authors (JX, RD, and SE) independently read the transcripts to look for recurring emergent themes using an immersion/crystallization analysis technique.\textsuperscript{36,37} After agreement on the relevant themes, we developed operational definitions of the themes. Each transcript then was coded independently by at least 2 reviewers and compared using Atlas.ti qualitative data analysis software. Consensus was reached by discussion. The main findings were presented to 10 interviewees for their feedback and confirmation of the findings.

Results

Study Sample

Twenty of the 21 men with LPC were interviewed within 6 months of the initial diagnosis; one man who chose WW/AS had been diagnosed about 2 years earlier. Collectively, these men consulted 12 urologists and 6 radiation oncologists in the Detroit metropolitan area. Fourteen had low-risk prostate cancers (ie, Gleason score $\leq 6$, PSA level $<10$ ng/mL, and clinical staging T1 and T2); all chose aggressive treatment (either surgery or radiation). Two men with a Gleason score of 7 and a PSA level $<10$ ng/mL were characterized as having
“intermediate-risk” disease; both chose radiation. Five men with incomplete tumor data (missing PSA level, Gleason score, or both) were characterized as having “unknown-risk” disease; 2 chose surgery, 1 cryotherapy, and 2 chose WW/AS. In this article, we focus on the comments made about the WW/AS approach and the reasons for not choosing WW/AS. If men had never heard of WW/AS, we explained it as “close watching/monitoring of the cancer but not giving immediate treatment unless there are changes suggesting cancer growth, with the intent to avoid problems/side effects that may be caused by treatment.” Men then were asked to describe what they would do if they had known about WW/AS while deciding on a treatment.

Knowledge of WW/AS

Eighteen men were aware of WW/AS as potential treatment option but had limited knowledge and many misunderstandings. Most remembered their urologist presenting several treatment options, but only half recalled that the WW/AS option was mentioned. Some learned about WW/AS by reading the brochure provided by their urologists or via the Internet. Few remembered WW/AS presented as a serious alternative; usually it was mentioned to explain its inappropriateness and to justify the preferred aggressive treatment. For example,

“He [urologist] mentioned doing nothing [WW/AS]. It’s funny, everybody mentioned that, but then everyone said, I wouldn’t recommend it for you.” (white man, 59 years old, radiation, intermediate risk)

“Well, the doctor never brought it [WW/AS] up to me.” (black man, 55 years old, radiation, low risk)

Attitudes and Beliefs About WW/AS

Most men believed cancer should be treated and, better yet, cured as soon as possible because of the belief that any cancer, even slow-growing prostate cancer, would grow, spread, and kill if not treated. One man who did not know about WW/AS before our interview said that it “would have scared me to death.” Compared with aggressive treatment such as surgery or radiation, WW/AS was consistently referred to as “doing nothing,” and many men attributed this phrase to urologists.

“Doctor said, ‘you could do nothing, but I think you could have a problem later.’”

“If you watch and do nothing, it [cancer] is going to obviously progress. It’s like, well, you’re waiting for the
time bomb to explode.” (black man, 57 years old, radiation, low risk)

“I’m trying to think how be [urologist] described it. … I may not even have paid attention to it because when he mentioned it [WW/AS], it was like, ‘No, we are not going to do that’. I ruled that out immediately.” (white man, 49 years old, surgery, low risk)

Some men thought WW/AS equaled “burying your head in the sand” or “giving up.”

“If you want to live, you just have to make decisions to do things to extend your life if you can. But if you want to give up, you can give up or just wait and see.” (white man, 59 years old, radiation, intermediate risk)

Although some men understood the rationale of WW/AS as an alternative to an aggressive treatment with potential side effects, they still considered it too risky and were afraid their treatment choices might be limited if cancer progressed. They worried their cancer might behave aggressively despite reassurance of a good prognosis because “cancer will spread and eventually kills you.”

“I agree that I might die from something else, I just didn’t want to roll the dice for me on that.” (white man, 68 years old, radiation, low risk)

“It [WW/AS] seems logical, but I’m not doing it. I want to get rid of this thing [cancer] right now. I didn’t want to give it a chance to do nothing. You’ve got to crush that bug. … You’ve got cancer, man, you don’t know what that thing’s going to do.” (black man, 62 years old, cryotherapy, low risk)

Reasons for Rejecting WW/AS

Relative “Youth”

All men mentioned that their age (range, 48–70 years) was influential in their treatment decision. Being “young” was a justification for rejecting WW/AS because “WW/AS is only appropriate for older men.” Men often described their current general health as good or excellent and used familial longevity to predict their own long life, another justification for rejecting WW/AS. Most men mentioned that their urologists explained WW/AS was only for older men who cannot have surgery, and these men felt lucky to be considered candidates for surgery. One man even commented that it would be “irresponsible” or even “ridiculous” for his doctors to suggest WW/AS for him at his age (53 years).

“It all comes down to the age question. I’m 60 years old and in good health. If I was 75 years old, it would be
different.” (white man, 60 years old, surgery, low risk)

“At the time I was 51 years old; just get it [cancer] out of me. If I was 80, 70, maybe even 60 years [old], I probably would say, wait and see.” (black man, 51 years old, surgery, unknown risk)

“Well, you wouldn’t do that [WW] for somebody my age. You’d only do it for older people. So [WW] wasn’t even on the table for me, and nobody suggested it. It absolutely wasn’t even brought up! And if it had been, I would have laughed. I would have walked out of the office because I’d have felt this person doesn’t know what he’s talking about.” (white man, 53 years old, radiation, low risk)

“Doing Nothing” Is Not an Option
Most men chose aggressive treatment to “get rid of cancer” or to be “cured” so they could move on with their life. Men generally were optimistic that some form of early treatment would lead to cure. Few men seemed aware that treatment might not improve their survival. “Doing nothing” was not an option for them, and the “watch and wait” approach defeated the whole purpose of getting regular health check-ups to “catch things early” enough to deal with them effectively.

“I have to do some sort of treatment … something has got to be done.” (white man, 49 years old, surgery, low risk)

“I knew I wasn’t going to sit around and wait. I was going to make one of those choices: surgery or radiation. Or if I needed to have both.” (black man, 51 years old, surgery, unknown risk)

“I’m interested in turning this thing [around]and getting on with my life. I don’t want to think about it. So something that doesn’t result in a cure is not viable to my mind.” (white man, 60 years old, surgery, low risk)

Besides conventional cancer treatment such as surgery or radiation, most men talked about using complementary/alternative strategies to help them “fight” the tumor and gain some sense of control over their cancer. These included eating more vegetables, regular exercise, stress reduction, a positive attitude, vitamins, and other supplements.

Anxiety and Fear of Cancer Spreading
Fear of cancer progression caused many to reject WW/AS as “too risky.” They mentioned familiarity with how cancer had affected others and feared the consequences of delaying treatment. Some expressed anxiety that cancer might spread during the time between diagnosis and treatment and pushed their doctors to move quickly. These men were reluctant to wait because cancer could be “spreading silently” even if it was “not growing fast now.” Untreated cancer was like living with a “ticking time bomb.” A few men commented that they chose an aggressive treatment to avoid future regret if the cancer became incurable.

“I don’t want to leave it [cancer] alone because it might spread. I want to get it out of me if I can.” (black man, 55 years old, radiation, low risk)

“I just want it [surgery] done as soon as possible because I knew [cancer] could do, so I didn’t want to take a chance. I just couldn’t deal with it … I know it’s [cancer] in my body. It just seems like I was imaging things then. Before [my diagnosis], I didn’t have any symptoms. But between diagnosis and the surgery, it was like, ‘oh, everything, is that the cancer?’ So I’m just thinking, wow, if I had to go a year like this, no way!” (black man, 57 years old, surgery, low risk)

“Why would I wait when I can treat it and try to eradicate it now as to letting it progress possibly out of control?” (black man, 57 years old, radiation, low risk)

Men who perceived their cancer as more “serious” felt WW/AS was not a viable option. Although 14 men met criteria for a low-risk cancer diagnosis, half believed their cancer was “serious” and “could spread to other parts of the body” if not treated immediately. Other factors associated with the preferences for immediate treatment included having a family member die of prostate cancer, a perceived high Gleason score or PSA level, or tumor size.

“It [WW/AS] is not an option, because I have a seven [Gleason score]. That kind of cemented it that you don’t do nothing. The seven to me was more serious.” (white man, 59 years old, radiation, intermediate risk)

“I kind of thought about it [WW/AS], but then the surgeon suggested that there’s a risk with WW/AS. The risk is I have it [cancer] in my body until it metastasizes. … And then he said it was a large portion of my prostate, not just like in one little spot … I don’t want to take the risk of ‘waiting around until it gets worse.” (black man, 60 years old, surgery, low risk)
Persuasion Against WW/AS

Many men said that their physicians (both urologists and radiation oncologists) thought WW/AS was not suitable for them, and they felt pressure to seek aggressive treatment. Five men (aged 53–70 years) seriously considered WW/AS, including one who called it “active surveillance.” Avoiding potential side effects from aggressive treatment was the motivation for considering WW/AS. However, 3 of these 5 men ultimately chose radiation instead. One man (53 years old, black) had great concerns about the side effects of aggressive treatment, particularly impotence, and correctly understood that WW/AS meant that his cancer would be closely monitored. When the patient proposed WW/AS, he reported that his urologist “frowned on” the idea, stressing the hazards of delaying treatment. A university professor (68 years old, white) consulted 8 different physicians and was dissuaded from an initial decision for AS. The patient was satisfied and ready to take the advice of the last urologist he consulted from a major university who “said very decisively, ‘if it were me, I would have active surveillance.’” However, the man’s radiation oncologist changed his mind, stating that he was not a good candidate for AS because of his short PSA doubling time. The physician gave the patient a pertinent research article and he was subsequently convinced WW/AS was not the correct path for him “according to the latest research.” The third man changed his mind because of fear of cancer; he stated, “I have seen [what] cancer does to people … It’s a long ride.”

“So my thinking was, well, why can’t we do the watch and wait because you can check it periodically. I proposed that [WW/AS] to [the urologist]and he was sort of frowned on it and gave me reasons why not.” (black man, 53 years old, radiation, low risk)

Men also described that their family members urged aggressive treatment. One initially preferred WW/AS plus nutrition supplements to avoid treatment-related side effects. However, his family pressured him to choose surgery and, as a compromise, he finally chose radiation. Another man stated he felt unspoken pressure from his family to choose aggressive treatment.

“My wife keeps asking me why I haven’t chosen a treatment yet!” (white man, 53 years old, radiation, low risk)

“I think my family would be very upset if I took the wait and see approach.” (white man, 68 years old, radiation, low risk)

Discussion

Based on current evidence that PSA screening causes more harm than benefit, primarily due to overdetection and overtreatment, the US Preventive Services Task Force recently released the draft of a new practice guideline indicating that healthy asymptomatic men should not receive routine PSA screening. This new guideline sparked intense media coverage and a national debate on medical decision making and the benefit of AS as an appropriate management strategy for men with low-risk prostate cancer. Overdetection causes patient anxiety and most often has led to additional evaluation and use of resources. In addition, the diagnosis of asymptomatic LPC is uniformly followed by treatment.

Decreasing overtreatment and its associated morbidity among men with low-risk LPC is an important public health issue given the large number of men affected and the risk for adverse outcomes, as recognized by a recent independent panel convened by the National Institutes of Health. The panel concluded that many men with low-risk prostate cancer should be closely monitored, permitting treatment—with its side effects—to be delayed until disease progression (AS). Annually, more than 100,000 men diagnosed with prostate cancer in the United States are candidates for this approach. However, observation strategy (WW/AS) is not an intuitive pathway for patients to accept after receiving a cancer diagnosis. In our study, most men seemed unaware of the uncertainty or controversies that aggressive treatments may not “cure” their cancer or improve their survival.

Our findings support results from other qualitative studies that found that men with prostate cancer perceived WW/AS as “doing nothing” and that there was a lack of physician support for WW/AS. Studies suggest men rely heavily on physician recommendations about their choice of treatment. Holmboe and Concato, however, reported the most frequent reason (64% of 102 men) for not choosing WW was the patient’s need to “do something” to “combat” their cancer. Physician recommendation was another, but much less frequent (12%), reason to reject WW; however, 58%...
(7 of 12) of men who chose WW cited a physician recommendation as a reason for the choice. Recent studies of men enrolled in an AS protocol found physician influence to be the greatest contributor to their decision to enroll.

Despite some subtle racial/cultural differences, mostly in trust of physicians and the medical system, we did not find any overt racial/cultural differences in men’s treatment decision making. DeM mark-Wahnefried et al surveyed 231 men (50% black) and found that physician recommendation was the most influential factor in deciding on a treatment for both blacks and whites and reported no differences between blacks and whites in WW discussion during clinical encounters. Some urologists may be reluctant to offer WW/AS to black men because black race may be an adverse prognostic factor for outcome, although others have refuted this, particularly for low-risk disease. We found that both black and white men considered the treatment choice to be theirs to make, with concern of cancer progression far surpassing the concerns of treatment side effects. Because of the explorative nature of our study, future research powered to identify any black/white differences is needed to clarify underlying factors in prostate cancer treatment decision making.

Although the US academic medical community and professional societies have become more accepting of AS for low-risk prostate cancer, delaying aggressive treatment still is not generally acceptable to most patients or their doctors. In a large community study, only 9.2% of men with low-risk cancer accepted AS. In contrast, a recent UK study showed British men and doctors were more willing to accept AS, with up to 39% opting for AS in recent years. One of the possible explanations for this is that the American culture values “doers,” compounded by the “aggressiveness” of American medicine. This may be compounded further by the success of early detection campaigns. After decades of public messages about the “war on cancer” and “early detection and early treatment saves lives” in the United States, when informed that one has cancer, a “war” mentality may be “switched on” to do something to “fight it” or, better yet, “get rid of it” or “cure it” by whatever means as soon as possible. The warlike mentality may very well deprive men of the opportunity to live well and long with his cancer, both of which are realistic possibilities because virtually 100% of patients with LPC detected by a PSA screen survive ≥5 years and more than 90% survive 10 years. For AS to become a more prevalently adopted treatment, health care professionals will have to address the perception of AS as the “doing nothing” approach. The fear and anxiety after a cancer diagnosis may overwhelm any discussion about some prostate cancers that may best be managed initially with a surveillance strategy.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study
To our knowledge, this study is one of the first to report on black men’s experiences and perspectives regarding WW/AS, about which little information has existed to date. We included participants with a wide range of education and socioeconomic backgrounds who consulted multiple specialists, including both urologists and radiation oncologists. This type of research may help to design further perspective studies of differences in patient perceptions of AS using a more standardized approach to explain the concept, for example, a video or third-party explanation of what AS entails, as well as possible risks and benefits. However, the study originally was designed to explore factors influencing treatment decisions among men with LPC of all risk levels, not specifically men with low-risk disease. In addition, our study sample is younger (mean age, 58 years) than those reported previously, which may explain few of our men choosing WW/AS. Other limitations include the qualitative sample with possible selection bias and unknown recall bias. Also, we do not know if the physicians of study participants had a consistent understanding and use of the terms watchful waiting and active surveillance.

Conclusions
Most men considered WW/AS a risk they were not willing to take. The desire for aggressive therapy may reflect the complex psychology associated with receiving a diagnosis of cancer and the limited supportive counseling received, together with misunderstanding of both the risk of progression for low-risk disease and the survival benefits that aggressive treatment may provide. Lack of physician support is a significant barrier for men who were receptive to the WW/AS approach. Further education of physicians and patients and their families is essential to help men select an appropriate treat-
ment that maximizes both survival and quality of life. Consensus still is needed on the definitions and use of WW and AS. Evidence is needed to identify the best candidates for AS and to standardize the AS protocol.41
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